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What are Spanish pronouns? They are a very special type of protoun usually placed after prepositions just like the mi prominence in the MI phrase. These pronouns are very useful and common in everyday conversations to say simple things like Esto es para ti (this is for you) and make more intermediate sentences like Me gustara hablar contigo. This lesson will explain how
these pronouns work and the easiest way to use them in real conversations. More importantly, we will focus on the practice of Spanish pro life. Start... What are Spanish pronouns? First, please take a look at the picture below showing a simple definition of Spanish pretence pronouns and three examples using them. In these examples we will use the excuses PARA (for), DE
(from) and CON (c) and pronouns TI and L. Los ponombres preposicionalesSpanish pronouns fall into the category pronombres t'nicos. As mentioned earlier, they will be used with or after prepositions like CON (c), SIN (without), DE (out/out), as opposed to subject pronouns such as Yo, TK, Al.... The first thing to master is the pretext of pronouns to know what are some common
excuses in Spanish. For example, location prepositions (las preposiciones de lugar) are used to indicate the location of objects. Most of the time, prepositional pronouns will be used after the prepositions of DE (out/off), CON (c) and SIN (without). They can also be used with POR (for/out) and PARA (for), although it can be a bit confusing sometimes. It is important to find a
pronoun that corresponds to the noun (s), people or things we mean. In a sense, Spanish pronouns will correspond to direct pronouns of objects in English, just like you in the sentence This is for you (Esto es para ti). TI would be the right match for you in Spanish for this scenario, but if we used you to refer to multiple people then USTEDES would be a better match, as in Esto es
para ustedes. Spanish preposition pronoun listSpanish pronounEnglish pronounM'MeTi/vosYouUsted (formal)You'l, ella, ello, siHer, himNosotros, nosotrasUsVosotros, vosotrasYouUstedesYouEllos, ellas, s'them use Spanish pretense pronouns in sentencesIn order to make sentences with Spanish pretexts, we must find an excuse and then the right pronoun for the object that we
want to refer to. Imagine you want to say something like life without you. Since LIFE is an abstract noun, we would translate it to LA VIDA, without going SIN and you would be TI. In this particular example, you can also be Usted, Ustedes, Vosotros, Vosotros, so it all depends on the formality of the conversation and the number of people we address. Spelling changes in
prepositional pronouns and special occasions when TI is used after the con pretext, we will not say CON TI, but CONTIGO. In situations where MI is used CON, the pretense phrase phrase is spelled conmigo. When SI is used after the CON offer, the spelling will change to CONSIGO. It is wrong to use the pronoun me, tee, vos after DE, when we mean possession, as in Esto es
de m. Instead we have to say Esto es Moo, using the pronoun. However, if you mean that something comes from (DE) you to someone else, then it is good to use DE - a forward pronoun, as in El regalo es de mi para ti (Gift from me for you)Last, we do not use the pretext of pronoun after entre (between), but the subject of pronoun as Yo, t'.... It would be wrong to say: es un
problema entre ti y m. The right way would be es un problema entre t yo yo. Always try to mention the other person before speaking YO in Spanish because it is a sign of politeness. Sentences using Spanish pretext protouns in interesting situations Crees que esto es para me? Do you think it's for me? T. siempre est's conmigo. No te preocupes. Lo hice por ti. Do not worry! I did it
for you. Adivin Kwe? Tengo algo para vo. Guess what. I have something for you. No puedes comenzar sin nosotros. You can't start without us 'Este Carlos Cohn vosotros? El negocio es entre nosotros y ellas. Business between us and them We are almost done with the lesson. Hopefully the examples have helped you understand how to use these pronouns more easily. Before
you go, practice the Spanish pretext pronoun with another interactive quiz. «Hasta pronto! This article will teach you how to use the pronoun excuse in Spanish. We're talking about Spanish versions of words like me, you, him, it, this, us and they used in specific situations. To properly understand what pronouns are and in what situations they are used, it helps to know what
pronouns and prepositions are! Pronouns are words that are used to replace a noun, such as he, he, self, to save yourself from repeating a name or other noun over and over again. Prepositions are small words that we put before a noun (or pronoun) in order to describe the noun's relationship with another part of the sentence, such as on, in, after. A lot of time, the pretext
describes when something happens, or where something, in relation to something else. ImageImageSo, what is the pretext of prooun? It's just a pronoun that comes after an excuse! For example, on it, in them, after it. The great thing about Spanish pretension pronouns is that most are the same as the subject's usual pronouns. It's basically just m e, tee, and sa, which are different
(as highlighted in the table below). ma'am tiyou il / Ella, ustedhim / her, you (formal) ello'it s'himself/herself/self, yourself nosotrosus vosotrosyou (plural) ellos/ellas, ustedesthem, you (formal plural) s'temselves, self important to note the spelling of these words. Both M. and Sa have an accent, but tee no. This is what people (even usually mistaken, so if you get it right, you'll look
like That's great. Ello is used when we want to talk about a non-specific idea or concept. If you want to talk about a particular noun, use Al or Ella as usual! Let's look at some examples of these words in context. The pronoun is in bold, and comes right after the excuse. Kwe Bonitas las Flores. Sleep couple me? What beautiful flowers. Are they for me? Esta enamorado de tee. No
Puedo Esconderlo. I love you. I can't hide it. No tengo nada contra ale. Simplemente not me gusta. I have nothing against him. I just don't like him. Los ladrones corrieron tras ella, feather los caricios-los-detuveron. The thieves ran after her, but the police caught them. Se-ke se hay amor dentro de us. I know there is love within you (formally). Es un tema importante pen el no
quiere hablar de ello. It's an important topic, but he doesn't want to talk about it. Se viste sa mismo. He dresses himself. El jefe cree en nosotros. The boss believes in us. Voy mudarme lejos de vosotros. I'm going to move away from you (plural). El Kakari ocurri'por ellos. The accident was because of them. Si Tardan las Chicas, saldremos sin ellas. If the girls are late, we leave
without them. Cuando Pienso en ustedes, me alegro. When I think of you (formal plural), I feel happy. Mis hijitos son mui j'venes pen se visten sa mismos cada manana. My kids are very young, but they dress every morning. As we have seen in the examples above, pronouns and pronouns can be vital to make our proposals meaningful. There's also a way to use them that it's
optional, but super useful, as it helps avoid confusion and ambiguity in sentences! We can have an offer with a pronoun object (in this case, les, people receiving money): Les dimos el dinero. We gave the money to X. But the problem is knowing who the pronoun of the object (les) actually means. As shown in this article, Les can relate to them (male), them (female), or you (formal
plural). So, who did we give the money to?! An image of ViaThis, where the pretext of a protoun can come in handy. If we use an excuse with a corresponding protoun, it all becomes much clearer: Les dimos el dinero a ellos. We gave them money (male). Les dimos el dinero a ellas. We gave them money (female). Les dimos el dinero a ustedes. We gave you money (formal plural).
Once we choose one of them, we'll know for sure where the money went! Another, similar way of using the pretext of pronoun is to add emphasis to the object. Por kwe su hijo wa Gastando el Dinero? «Les dimos el dinero a ustedes! Why is your son spending money? We gave the money to you (not him)! There are some excuses that do not require prepositional forms of
pronoun. For some reason, they decided to just stick to the usual yo and ts instead of m e and tee shapes. There is not much to learn: Entre t e yo, he Un anillo de compromiso para Lily! Between us, I'm me wedding ring for Lily! Todos van a la fiesta, except yo. Everyone's going to the party except me. Todos van a la fiesta volley t'everyone is going to a party except you. Raquel
atrae todos los Chikos menos yo. Ella is not me Gusta couple Nada. Raquel attracts all the guys except me. I don't like her. Hasta t' puedes lograr eso. Even you can control it. Inclusion yo term la Tarea. Even I did the job. Yo cre'a que raquel era una chica amable pero, seg'n t, es una persona terrible. Ace que no la voy a invitar a salir. I thought Raquel was a good girl, but you
know, she's a terrible person. So I'm not going to ask her out. As we saw in the examples at the top of the article, sa can be used with reflexive verbs to emphasize that a person is doing action for himself. To do this work, we combine it with the word mismo. Juan se Lavez ante de salir. Juan washed (himself) before leaving. Juan se Lavez sa mismo ante de saler. Juan washed
himself before leaving. There is another special case that with the pretext of con. Instead of con m' or con ti or con se, we usually use these special words: conmigo, contigo, consigo. conmigowith me contigowith you consigowith his/her/you/their Ven conmigo a la cena.Come with me for dinner. Por kua ira yo contigo a la sina? Why would I go to dinner with you? Porque Cada uno
tiene que traer un acompa'ante consigo, y yo te elijo a ti. Because everyone has to take someone with them, and I choose you. Image ViaFor each of the following sentences, choose the correct prolation: 1. Creo en. (I believe in you.) 2. No estoy hablando de z. (I'm not talking about them.) 3. No pod'is ir sin! (You can't do without us!) 4. Demelo A. (Give it to me.) 5. Todos testaron
el examen volley z. (Everyone passed the exam except me.) Excellent work with this! Hopefully now you have a better understanding of what prepositional pronouns are in Spanish (and in English if you've never been taught about them!) and can start using them with more confidence. Confidence. spanish pronouns and prepositions pdf. spanish pronouns and prepositions dorothy
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